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The MASON & HAMLIN" im-
proved method of Slringing, pro-
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vigorates the tired brain and body,
imparts renewed energy and vitality,
and enlivens the functions.
Dr. Ephraim Bateman, Cedarville, N. J., .says :
" I have used it for several years, not only in my
practice, but in my own individual case, and con-
sider it under all circumstances one of the best
nerve tonics that we possess. For mental exhaus
tion or overwork it gives renewed strength and
vigor to the entire system."
DESCKIFnVE PAMPHLET FREE.
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
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'THHIS will be the last issue of the Prelude be-
-L fore next term. The next number will be
issued April 1 1 , when the work of the spring term
has already begun. The Prelude wishes a pleas-
ant vacation to the College, especially to the Sen-
iors. May they enjoy their last Wellesley vacation
to the utmost !
The Prelude wishes once more to remind its
contributors of the importance— the necessity—
of furnishing the editor with the names of the au-
thors of any article intended for publication in its
pages. The publishing of the names is not thus
necessitated. The wish of the author will always
be regarded, and her article published with or with-
out her name, or with an initial for signature, ac-
cording as she may desire. But the editor's know-
ledge of the source of all published articles, while
it can make no difference whatever to the author.
is of the greatest convenience, and an absolute
necessity to the editor, in the management of the
paper. We would therefore request those who
kindly send us articles to be careful to make the
use of them easy to us by sending their names at
the same time.
There are many excellent characteristics of a
Wellesley audience which have often been re-
marked by lecturers and* performers visiting us for
the first time and remembered with pleasure by
them on the receipt of a second invitation to Wel-
lesley. But good things seldom lack room for im-
provement, and so it is in this case. In one par-
ticular we could be more courteous to our enter-
tainers on Monday evenings,— that is, by waiting
and allowing them to leave the Chapel first. The
concert is often long, and the time to catch the
train very hmited, so that it is important that the
musicians make all haste in leaving. The audi-
ence forgets that there is no exit at the back of
the platform as there would always be in a lecture
room or concert hall, and at the close of the con-
cert the aisles are immediately densely crowded.
It cannot but be disagreeable as well as inconven-
ient for the musicians to be obliged to elbow their
way out of the throng slowly and with difficulty.
It would mean but a moment's delay for the audi-
ence if they remained seated until the musicians
passed down the aisle, who, in their turn, would
doubtless appreciate the courtesy so shown them.
This year we have enjoyed exceptionally fine
opportunities in the way of lectures. For a good
many years there has not been such a succession of
high grade lectures. The Bible lectures have
never been more interesting. The long course
given by Professor Harper in the fall, and the
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recent one by Mr. Moulton rank among the finest
lectures that liave ever been given in Wellesley.
The address by John D. Long on the methods of
Congress, the sermons delivered by Dr. Rainsford,
and others that might be mentioned, are also in-
stances ofunusual merit. The students seem to have
appreciated the superior speakers whom it has been
their pleasure to hear, and crowded audiences
have in every case testified to their enthusiasm.
Professor Harper's lectures were remarkably well
attended and the end of the course was regretted
by the whole College. Although Mr. Moulton's
four lectures were given in rapid succession, some
of them in recitation periods, the full attendance
attested their deserved popularity. Really fine
lectures are among the finest opportunities which
College has to offer, and the students are not slow
to realize the fact.
Work on the new number of the Wellesley
Record to be published the coming Spring is at-
tended by almost incalculable difficulties. The
commitee find great encouragement in the fact
that the responses to the circulars sent out are be-
ginning to come in, yet they will be very grateful
for any information that may be furnished them.
In the present issue of the Prelude, as well as in
the two preceeding issues, the AuM Aqunintance
column contains a list of names whose correspond-
ing addresses are earnestly desired by the com-
mittee. We would recommend each one to read
these lists carefully, and if she is able to furnish
any of the addresses, to do so, and thereby greatly
aid the committee.
The Wellesley Record Association is an associ-
ation organized for the purpose of issuing a Welles-
ley Record every third year. The association was
formed in 1882, and at first the Record included
information concerning members, only. It has
already been issued three times. In the issue of
this spring the policy has been changed, since it
has seemed that the book will be more interesting
to present and prospective members if it contains
addresses and information of others than members.
Therefore items of interest in regard to ^//students
ever connected with the College for any length of
time, and the record of all former members of the
Faculty, will be included. Circulars have been
sent out requesting answers to a set of questions
;
these comprise, full name ; residence on entering
College ; date of entering and of leaving College ;
if an alumna, the date of graduation and degree





if married, husband's name, residence, profession,
and date of marriage, names and ages of children.
The book will be a very valuable one. The
older members of the college, who know how diffi-
cult it is to keep in correspondence with many
college friends, will especially appreciate this way
of keeping up their knowledge of and interest in
College friends. The life membership fee is two
dollars ; a copy of each publication is sent each
member. The price of single copies has not been
finally decided because the printer's estimate can-
not be obtained until all the manuscript is in
;
but it will be something less than a dollar.
The work of the committee in the undertakmg
is tremendous ; and aid will be gratefully received
by them, as it should be gladly offered. It is a
work which must be appreciated by all whom it
concerns, that is, by all who have been connected
with the the College. This appreciation may be
shown by membership a d voluntary information.
Promptness and care in answering the circulars is
requested from the older students. In the case of
the death of a former student, information con-
cerning her, the date of decease, age, and facts of
life Lefore death, will be gratefully received, since
it is sometimes a delicate matter for the committee
to ascertain these matters.
It should be remembered that the work entails
a great financial responsibility upon the committee.
It is desirable that as many membership fees as
possible be collected. Although it must be that
every student is interested, yet the response
to the call within the College has not been as vig-
orous as might be hoped. If all who appreciate
the work will show their appreciation by joining
the association or ordering copies of the Record,
the responsibility will be much lightened.
Teachers' salaries in the. United .States annually
amount to over $60,000,000.
—
Ex.
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THE TRIAI-S OF MY EARLY SCHOOL-DAYS.
I was once a little girl. A glance at me now,
in the dignity of my Senior year, might make
belief in this statement somewhat difficult. Con-
sequently I shall refuse to divulge my identity,
and, letting the reader's imagination run riot, shall
hope for some sympathy with myself for those far-
off days.
At that time, when I was a little girl, I, in com-
mon, with many other small girls, went to school,
and although I realize now that my trials were by
no means the same as the trials and tribulations
of other small girls, yet I do believe that a narra-
tion of them may act as a pleasant and healthful
stimulus to the reminiscent activity of the minds
of other Seniors—and possibly of Juniors and
underclassmen—who likewise were once small.
The first school I attended was a very tiny one,
held in a very tiny, little house. Of the children I
can remember but two, the little boy who sat next
me and gave me candies, which I put in my pocket
and took home to my mother, and the little girl
who, being older than the rest of us, was always
appointed " monitor " when the teacher left the
room. These two I should probably have for-
gotten, together with all the others, had they not
been respectively so very nice and so very horrid*
The one person who stands out in my mind with
peculiar distinctness, however, is the teacher. To
my childish eyes, she was the prettiest and sweetest
young lady in the world, and from the moment I
beheld her I vowed eternal love and obedience.
Obedience, at that time, meant to me blind
fulfilment of behests, and, during the very first
hour this blind obedience got me into trouble.
" Children, give me your attention. Now all fold
your hands and lay them on the edge of the desk
and do not move them unless you want to speak
to me. You may raise your hands if you want to
do anything, and ask me." A few minutes after
this order my hand went up, and my wants were
made known as follows : " Please, may I get my
handkerchief? I want to blow my nose." I can
not to this day see why those children laughed,
nor why my teacher's mouth twitched. My mother
took much pains to explain it to me that evening,
but either my tears prevented my understanding
—or else it was my stupidity. I did not go to
school the next day ; I could not face those chil-
dren who had laughed at me.
A week later I was enjoying the life hugely, but
still uncorrupted by the evil influences about me,
and carefully obedient in every respect. Now the
monitor system was quite fully developed in that
little school, so it was with a by no means surprised
or uncomfortable feeling that I heard my teacher
say : " I shall leave the room for a few rninutes,
and shall let Jessie (my bete noif) stand on the
platform. If any litde girl or boy whispers or turns
around, she will write the name down on her slate
and tell me when I come back." k\\ went well
till, just before Miss Loyd returned, Jessie thought
it would be fun to scare some one, so, fixing her
big round eyes on me, she pointed her finger at
me and smiled. Oh, the horror of that smile ! It
froze my soul. Now she wrote something on her
slate. It was my name, I knew it was ! I was
disgraced in Miss Loyd's eyes forever ! " What
could I do ? My desk stood next the door which
opened into the yard. The door was ajar. Jessie
was pointing and smiling at a little boy across the
room, and—
.
Ten minutes later my mother was startled by
hearing my cheerful voice : " I've come home.
Mamma ; I ran all the way ; and I've brought my
apple right here in my pocket. It's all right."
" Why, Irene, who brought you home ? Where is
your hat? " " Oh, I came all alone, and I guess
my hat's in the cloak-room, but I've got my apple
and my slate." A long explanation ensued before
my infant mind could grasp the idea of justice, or
could realize that to have left the apple and slate
would have been the least heinous part of the
crime. The next morning, however, a most peni-
tent little girl, I started off with my father. With
tearful eyes and choking voice, I appeared before
Miss Loyd and delivered the following apology,
over which I had been struggling all the way from
home. " Miss Loyd, I am very sorry I ran away
from school yesterday. I did not think it would
scare you, and won't you please forgive me for I'll
never do it again. And Mamma said she thought
you would try real hard to forgive me, if I promised
never to do it again ; and I brought you my apple
that I was going to eat at recess, and my hair-pin
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basket. I don't use it now, but I was going to
use it when I grew big and did my hair on top my
head : but I guess I can get another then, if you'll
only take it and forgive me." I do not remember
what my teacher said, but I recollect wondering
why she did not scold me, and why she kept
wiping her eyes and mouth so much ; and then I
went to my seat resolved to be doubly good. I
presume I was. but my goodness was not taxed
long, f6r an illness soon made it necessary for me
to stay at home, and for two years my education
was carried on " at my mother's knee."
When I was betweeii eight and nine, my parents
thought it well for me to spend more time with
other children, so one beautiful September day,
my mother and I started for the school. I was
assigned my grade chiefly on my mother's assur-
ance in regard to the work I had done, for in my
fright I persistently declared to the Principal that
six times three was twenty-four and that " rigid "
was spelled r-i-g-e-d. The assignment, however
was but the beginning of the troubles of the year
for me—and for my mother.
The first day passed smoothly, and I went home
to have a happy time. Pray notice that I do not
sa)', " School closed and a happy time began ;" no,
for until I was safe within my own yard I was
anything but comfortable. For a week my mother
noticed my extreme exhaustion when I entered
the house, and one day happening to look out of
the window about the time I was expected saw me
running at a rate that would have won a prize in
many a race. That accounted for my exhaustion,
but to account for the speed all the explanation
she could extract from me was : " I was afraid the
girls would speak to me, so I hurried home."
This led to an in([uiry into my mode of life, and
revealed many interesting features, among others
the fact that I always ate luncheon alone. My
mother thought this a good opportunity to enforce
the principle of unselfishness, so she said : " Don't
you like any of the little girls?" Oh, yes, I did.
''Do they all eat their luncheon together? " I
was not sure of that point, but I thought not.
" Well, if you see any one who is eating her
luncheon alone to-morrow, and who looks lonely,
don't you think it would be nice for you to ask
her if you could not sit together?" I was not
quite sure it would be nice for me, but thought
perhaps it would be for the hypothetical person,
and resolved to try it. The next afternoon in
reply to my mother's inquiry as to whom I had
spent my recess with, I replied, " Miss Brown."
Now, as Miss Brown was my teacher, and the
traditional instructress of youth, tall, angular and
severe, my mother's astonishment may be easily
pictured. In reply to questions I exclaimed
:
" Why you know what you said yesterday about
my eating my lunch with some one who looked
lonely ! and Miss Brown looked loneliest so I
went to her and told her that my Mamma had said
she thought it would be nice for me to eat my
lunch with some one who looked lonesoraej and I
thought perhaps she would like me to come and
sit on the platform with her. And she smiled, and
I sat on the edge of the platform and talked to
her."
This led to quite an intimacy between Miss
Brown and myself, and in time I found I had
acquired the not very enviable name of " Pet."
This fact was first brought to my consciousness
one afternoon when I started to put on a new fall
coat, and found on the back clearly marked in
chalk the letters, P. E. T. That almost broke my
heart ; the coat was cleaned in tiine, but my feel-
ings were never healed ; and when at the end of
a month I was promoted, I took warning of past
experience and entered on a career which to my
childish mind was extremely " fast."
I did not particularly enjoy whispering and
writing notes and eating apples in school-time, yet
I did all these and worse, and for a month was
very popular. Unfortunately I would learn my
lessons and would not cheat, and unfortunately,
too, I was seldom " caught " in my evil deeds.
So gradually I lost caste, gradually the old and
hated name was applied, and at last, badge of all
dishonor ! I was asked to be monitor. 1 refused,
and thereby redeemed myself; I was no longer an
outcast, a Pariah. But these good days were cut
short by a reign of measles, and as it seemed to
my parents that I might learn more rapidly at
home than I was then doing at school, I did not
return for some years.
When once more I entered the school-house as
a pu])!!, it was to give one year to preparing for
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the High School. By this time I had learned to
" use my judgment " somewhat, and my life was
much more comfortable. But in view of my early
experience, does any one wonder at my great
sympathy with Hans, who had so much trouble
with the butter which he put on his sleeve, where
his mother had advised him to stick the needle
which he had put into the basket of straw intended
for the eggs?
A. M. M., \)i.
TO NIOBE.
Mother Niobe, whose outstretched arm
Attempts in vain to hide thy trembling child,
Whose eyes, uplifted in beseeching wild,
Show uncontrolled terror and alarm,
Thou canst not guard thy treasured one from harm.
There is no hope of being reconciled
;
By death, Diana's shaft, she is beguiled
To Hades,—to the realms of changeless calm.
So when I leave thee, trusting to thy care
My rubbers hid behind thy shelt'ring form,
1 know, intent on prey, Diana roams
;
I fear lest soon—too soon—they be elsewhere.
Beguiled to that dread vault where rubbers swarm,
—To that unearthly place, the Catacombs.
C. E. G., '92.
THE CAP AND GOWN.
Another old and time-worn subject, the reader
will be apt to say on seeing the heading ; but inas-
much as anything gains in strength by increase of
numbers as well as by force of quality, I would like
to offer one more bit of testimony to the common
fund. And this bit of testimony is in favor of the
practice of the Seniors in a college or university
wearing caps and gowns.
" It is nothing in the world but pure vanity that
makes you want to wear them," so say the oppo-
nents of the practice. This statement modified in
degree would bear a strikingly close resemblance
to part of the truth. Most girls do look well in the
Oxford cap and gown and they know it too, but
the desire to dress becomingly is not so engrossing
a subject of thought for most college students that
any immediate anxiety on the subject need be felt.
Vain is the last epithet in any sense complimentary
that could be truthfully applied to the Wellesley
student.
But the positive side of the question seems to me
to be this. As Carlyle tells us over and over again
in his Sartor Resartus, all outward manifestations
in life are symbols of something lying underneath.
The cap and gown as worn by a college Senior is a
symbol of dignity and scholarly worth gained by
experience. To those who see them they impart
of respect and appreciation otherwise unfelt. A
girl who wears a society-pin would fail in recitation
with greater chagrin, and recite well with a higher
sense of pleasure from the knowledge that in so
doing she was either dishonoring or honoring her
society. This principle would hold equally true in
regard to the wearing of the cap and gown. This
fact coupled with the one that the class of '91, as
a class, favors the practice, seems to me to be suf-
ficient reason why it should be adopted as a
Wellesley custom. We ivaiii to wear caps and
gowns in our Senior year in college. Why shouldn't
we?
A. S. C. '97.
Each year the question arises, " Is it advisable
to adopt the ' cap and gown,' as an under-grad-
uate costume in college." The arguments pro and
con have been discussed again and again. There
are some places where such a loose gown would be
inconvenient, both to the wearer and her associates,
for instance, in the dining-room ; and there are
others where it would perhaps be pleasanter and
more fitting for us to appear in the simplest dress
possible. On the other hand the arguments are so
very strong for its adoption, that it certainly seems
reasonable to ask for the opportunity of trying the
experiment.
Would it not be possible for such an experiment
to be tried by the Seniors between Tree Day and
Commencement? At that time they own the
gowns and would realize most deeply what it would
mean to wear them. I am sure that if any partic-
ular occasions seemed to require the laying aside
of the gowns, they would be very willing to
comply with the request. Such an experiment
would at least settle many discussed points, for
sometimes a month of practice will do more to-
wards deciding a question than a year of argument
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and theory. My plea is,—let us try the experi-
ment and see what is the result.
E. M. Blakeslee, 'gi.
Suppose that when the Senior's college days were
drawing to a close, wearing the cap and gown, she
came for her Alma Mater's parting counsel and ad-
vice. There seems to be nothing very radical in
the idea. The Senior in her cap and gown on
Tree Day is a customary sight, and her choice of
garb is approved. Is it that the Tree Day costume
would be unfitting for Bacalaureate Sunday or Com-
mencement Day? The under classes may aim at
originality or artistic effect in their choices of cos-
tume on Tree Day, but the Senior's gown has a
deeper meaning. If it is regarded only as a clever
masquerade, then its meaning has been perverted,
and it should be leserved more properly for the
occasion with which its true significance is in
harmony.
Since the cap and gown are required for Tree
Day, their use in the Commencement exercises, in-
stead of a graduation dress made for the occasion,
would be a saving of time and expense. The cap
and gown are distinctively scholastic. What
would be the force of Church's picture, '• Know-
ledge is Power," if you robbed the central figure
of her cap and gown ? A scholarly dignity dwells
in the simple black folds ; they can give to the
face a new earnestness, can reflect the purpose and
the aspirations which lie beneath the surface.
The cap and gown are emblems of class unity :
unity of feeling, of achievment, of purpose. With
no thought or sign of individual distinction, on
these last occasions the desire is to draw yet more
closely together before the charmed circle breaks
once and forever ; to be one in heart and spirit,
and to let the dress symbolize this unity. If the
cap and gown appeal from an economic stand-
point and from a standpoint of peculiar fitness and
significance, the (question as to whether the Seniors
should be allowed to adopt the cap and gown, for
those occasions where they appear jiublicly as a
class, seems worthy of consideration.
]:. B. 'Q/
The cap and gown ! What a host of associa-
tions, time-honored and historic, hovers about and
around and through these words ! They breathe
suggestions of cloistered libraries, of famous lec-
tuie-halls, of earnest lives of all ages spent in dig-
nified pursuit of wisdom and truth. But these
suggestions come to us with all the vagueness of
by-gone times. Just what, definitely, in modern
times and in our modern college life, do the cap
and gown mean ? They are, I take it, the badge
of the scholar, the uniform of the student. They
symbolize devotion to a high calling, the calling
of a broad intellectual sympathy, of a deep intel-
lectual culture. They are the emblems of allegi-
ance to the cause of truth ; and however we may
fail to reach this standpoint of college life, I be
lieve that in our hearts no lower ideal than trutii
is our aspiration to work. Considered in this light
does it not seem fitting that we students of Welles-
ley should assume, if not for the whole course, at
least during our Senior year, the Oxford cap and
gown ?
Let us consider some of the arguments in favor
of such a step.
First and not least, comes the question of the
becomingness of the scholastic garb. It is almost
universally admitted, I think, that the cap and
gown give a tone of distinction to even the average
plain girl ; that, indeed, from the day of assuming
this dress, any class as a whole is observed to be a
much finer-looking class. This in itself is no mean
consideration.
The most important argument, however, in favor
of adopting the cap and gown is the inspiration
which must surely come from daily contact with
the great idea which is embodied in these emblems.
We, as college students, are, for the time being,
set apart in a peculiar manner to unworldly pur-
suits ; but it is a frailty of our common human
nature that at times we forget our highest purposes,
our noblest hopes. The wearing of the cap and
gown would be a constant reminder of those best
aspirations, which at bottom are the determining
forces of our lives. This dress would help to
strengthen our purposes
;
it would influence for the
better the character of our work; it would distin-
guish us as avowedly in sympathy with intellectual
life ; it would, in short, give us the a])pearance,
and hel]) to give us the character, of college wo-
men.
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I think I am not overstating the influence which
the cap and gown would have in our college life.
In my opinion, they would alter materially the
atmosphere in which we live. At times when we
might forget our truest aims and fall a little short
of our best work, they would remind us of what we
ought to demand of ourselves ; and when we were
already on the alert, they would inspire even better
effort.
Shall the cap and gown be worn indiscriminately
by freshman and senior, or should they be limited
to a certain part of the college course ? I should
say, emphatically, they should be reserved for the
honor of the senior year. And why? Because
then the standard of work is presumably the best,
the realization of the dignity and value of intellect-
ual effort reaches a climax, the cause of truth is
dearer than ever before, and the meaning of life it-
self is beginning to be felt. It is especially fitting
that the honorable cap and gown be worn by the
Senior class during the last weeks of the year, and,
most of all, on Commencement Day, for then they
would symbolize at the same time the culmination
of college life, its achievements and fondest hopes,
and the mystery of the dawning future. May not
the coming June witness this as a fact at VVellesley ?
Mary Walker Carter, 'gi.^
SHADOWED.
Though for thee shine the stars o'er the far Eastern
hills
In their tumult of Orient glory,
Though to woo thee alone run the rivers and rills,
—
These tell me no word of their story.
Though the sun-shadows kiss thee, they ever must
throw
O'er my far-straining vision a veiling.
Though the song of the wind be a lullaby low.
To me 'tis but bitter bewaiUng.
Though the great ocean, beckoning, calleth to thee
With its waves like white fingers outstretching.
The mists find my heart from the far distant sea
White pictures of pain d,eeply etching.
Though the whole Song of Life be so sweet and so
strong,
I am hearing its faint echo only.
And the high way of Life is of Death and of Wrong,
—
All so sinful, and shadowed, and lonely.
For the great God hath seen that my head is low
bowed.
And on thee, O my Star, is He shining.
While I linger alone 'neath the darkening cloud.
While thou seest the silvery lining.
So I follow and fall, yet again do I rise.
Ever seeking the homeland Elysian,
God hath given to me only following eyes.
But on thee—he bestoweth a vision.





Now that the Christmas festivities at the Settlement
are well over, and we have time to breathe, I am going
to send an account of our life at the College Settlement.
First of all, possibly, I had better explain what I mean
by Christmas festivities.
Where in an ordinary family one Christmas day is
observed, in our family we observe as many Christmas
days as we have clubs, so that we had Christmas for
about ten days. We did enjoy it too, but of course
what was pure fun for our boys and girls meant hard
.work for us ; but we were fully repaid by their evident
enjoyment and the increased pride and pleasure they
take in their club home. As you know so well what is
always done to make Christmas a bright spot for club
boys and girls I won't go into details, e.xcept to describe
one celebration, which we called our " IVIob Christmas,"
a day which will ever stand out in my memory marked
all the way 'round with red white and blue lines to
designate a combination of Fourth of July, Thanksgiv-
ing, Christmas, New Year's, Washington's Birthday
and Decoration Day all in one. Never do I expect to
see such a glorious time again—that is outside of 95
Rivington Street.—At half past three in the afternoon,
our Rosebud Club, or "The Buds," commonly so
called, little girls from six to ten years of age, assembled
around a beautiful, big, Christmas tree.
Surely there never was a handsomer, bigger tree and
the twenty-six eyes sparkled most brilliantly. The
glory of the afternoon, however, came a little later,
when a screen was removed, which stood in front of a
table, upon which the children discovered thirteen of
the most beautiful of dolls, thirteen lovely cakes of
soap each concealed in a turkish washcloth, tied 'round
with a pretty hair ribbon, thirteen picture books, and
thirteen net boots full of candy. The air scintillated
with Oh's ! and Oh, My's ! The delight of those thir-
teen sweet little girls was charming. They left us at
five o'clock, and then we let in the mob, that is, any
child who happened to be out on any street in our
famous (or iLfamous) ward. In a little over an hour.
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three hundred and eleven children had viewed the tree,
and received an illustrated magazine (St. Nicholas or
Harper's Young People) and a net boot of sugared
pop-corn. Then, not children, but supplies failed and
we had to close the doors. Of coures the rest of Jew-
town rang our door-bell and inquired for pop-corn etc
so that we had to turn out all the gas in the hall and
front rooms, and retire to the rear of the house, before
we had an}, peace. It was all the Christmas many of
these little Jews had. so we rejoiced in our ability to
do even the little toward bringing the Christmas joy to
the child heart.
Now I am sure you will want to know how
I feel about the College Settlement work this year
in contrast with last year. More earnestly than ever
do I feel that this is the way to do mission work in
large cities. First know, make firm friends ofyour neigh-
bors, and then you cannot help but influence them. The
mother of one of our most trying boys, a boy we have
almost despaired of, said to me Saturday, " This is a
good place for the boys to come to
;
Johnnie has been
a different boy at /w///e since he has been coming to
the club." Another mother said to Miss Fine the other
day, that she wanted to move up town where she
could get better rooms and better air, but that her
boys implored her not to, because it would be so far
from "The Mission." Almost all the mothers call the
Settlement " The Mission" this year. They have
solved the puzzle of our e.xistence in Rivington Street
in that way, and we do not contradict it. The work
has grown and broadened out much in the past year,
so that while it is still in its infancy, it has much more
system and is more definite in its aims. The boys in
our clubs have grown more manly, have higher views,
and more self-control. In fact, our small boys in one
year seem to have grown into men, so that I begin to
realize that in a very few years these boys and girls
will be married and have homes of their own ; that
we will soon have a strong hold on many real homes
developed under our eyes—since most of these girls
marry between si.vteen and nineteen, and the boys in
the neighborhood of twenty-one, the second generation
is not so very far away from us. We have always
laughingly declared that we would look for results in
the second generation, and now the fact has dawned
upon me, that in six or eight years, if we can continue
in the work, we shall be able to gather into our " Rose-
bud," or youngest club, the children of the young
people in our four oldest clubs. Think what a hold we
shall have on these young married people ! What
an influence in forming the new homes ! for they
come to us with their joys as well as their sorrows.
Won't it be an interesting work and study? Miss
Fine's club of young men is much interested in the
study of municipal government, and tliey have become
quite thoroughly aroused on the subject of municipa;
reform. Two of these young men took dinner with
us the other night and really seemed interested in the
topics of the day. Quite a little group of them one
evening discussed with me the question of the best
newspaper in the city. To have a doubt in their minds
in regard to the superiority of the Tammany paper, is
no small triumph, 1 can assure you. Now about the
girls' clubs. I cannot help having a little ache in my
heart when I write you about the girls. It is encour-
aging to work among the school girls, for most of them
seem vigorous and in a pretty fair physical condition,
but after twelve or thirteen years of age, the majority of
them go to work in hot, stifling shops. These young
working girls come to us worn out in body and mind,
poor souls ! so that their over-strained nerves make
self-control almost an impossibility. Therefore to
control, sooth, teach and entertain thirty of these over-
wrought young creatures requires love, patience and
tact almost beyond the amount ordinarily bestowed
upon womankind. P'rom the fact of their caring to come
to the club week after week we know that they get som.e-
thing here. If it is merely enjoyment now, we rejoice
in that, hoping that the something deeper and better
we plan, hope and pray for, may dawn later in their
souls. How I wish I could tell you at length of our Ves-
per Service Sunday afternoon, and the delightful social
times we have after it over cups of tea, with any of the
mothers who happen to come ; of the new reading
room, started during the past month in our basement,
and the rest of of the new phases of this College girls'
work in New York. But time fails me now, and it must
all wait until another spare moment comes.
Yours most sincerely,
95 Rivingtoti St., New i'ork. C. S. M.
THE NORUMBEGA FUND.
The Norumbega Fund is not new. We have all
heard of it before. Some of us have had it brought
CO our notice very recently, indeed, and there is a
strong feeling among the Alumnse that this debt
must, nay, shaH be paid, and that soon.
Measures have been taken to bring about this
desirable end, but tliey ha\-e not been entirely
successful. Most of us know of the plan—the
aijportionment to each class of its share in the
debt, with the pledge that that share shall be paid
as speedily as possible. This plan has been further
advanced in a few classes by alloting to each
individual member of the class her share of the
debt, 'riic C'uniuiiUcL- on ihc Nonnnbega Fund
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in the class of '90 takes this opportunity of report-
ing the results in its case.
An assessment of Si 1.50 was laid upon each
member of the class ; this assessment to be paid
before April ist i8gi. The responses to the
appeal have been hearty and encouraging for the
most part, but there are many of us, who, however
much we have the cause at heart, cannot afford
to take eleven dollars and fifty cents from our
scanty salaries or out of our father's pockets ; and
to such we would present a modification of the
plan.
We cannot pay the whole sum this year, but
possibly, with some self denial, we can pay a
smaller sum. Say $4.00. Now if we will pledge
ourselves to pay S4.00 this year, and the same
amount next year, and the year after, the debt will
be paid with much less inconvenience to ourselves
and without the necessity of laying the burden
upon the classes that follow us. This plan we
offer to the class of '90, and, respectfully, to the
consideration of the other graduate classes.
And here we must speak of the desirability of
freeing the younger classes from this debt. Our
Alma Mater is very dear to us, she holds a fore-
most place in our love and our hopes. We have
high ideals for her and her welfare in the future.
What might we not do for her, we, whom she has
sent out into the world with her benediction upon
us ? We can found fellowships for graduate work,
and thus raise her standard of scholarship. We
can build her Chapel ; we can—rather, we could do
this, had we not something else that must be done
first. Then let us, who now bear the burden of
the Norumbega debt, see to it thit this burden
does not fall upon our younger sisters. Let us do
for our Wellesley what we are in loyalty bound
to do, and then let us trust that the future gradu-
ates, unhampered by debt, may raise what shall
be lasting monuments to the glory of Wellesley.
—
And perhaps, when we have paid our debt, we may
have some share in the other work, too.
Mary D. E. Laudcrbiirn, 'go.
THE ORCHESTRAL CONCERT.
An orchestral concert, for the College, at the
College, has been the dream of Wellesley girls for
years. One of their greatest pleasures has always
been the Monday evening concerts in the Chapel,
and the variety and high quality of these they have
appreciated never more than this year. But yet,
as those favored mortals who can attend the Boston
Symphonies know, there is nothing like an orches-
tral concert.
All, then, will receive with enthusiasm the news
that Prof. Hill has engaged forty picked men from
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Victor Herbert, to give a concert in the
College Chapel on Saturday evening, May second.
Miss Rose Stewart will probably be the leading
soprano soloist, and Mr. Felix Winternitz the
leading violinist. This orchestra of forty men is
arranged especially for a tour of Spring Festival
Concerts to be given, during May, in the large
cities of New England, New York, and other parts
of the country. Mr. Wilson, the musical critic,
says of it in " The Traveller,"—"The orchestra is
superior to any yet employed in ventures of this
nature ; it will contain a number of admirable solo
players, a very good horn quartet, while the rank
and file will be picked men."
Of course the amount of money subscribed for
the Concert Fund, however generously given, is
comparatively little when it has to be spread over
all the concerts of the year, and, although stretched
to its utmost, cannot be made to cover the addit-
ional expense of an orchestra charging ordinarily
from |6oo to $1,000 an evening. Nevertheless,
that the students may have what they have so long
wanted. Prof. Hill, at his own risk, has engaged
this orchestra at a reduced rate, and will offer
seats in the Chapel at as low a price as will cover
expenses if every seat is taken. This will probably
be : for the best seats $1.00 ; and for the others,
.75—and if possible .50. All the seats will be
reserved. The program, and more definite arrange-
ments, will be announced as soon as possible.
This is the first Symphony Concert which the
whole College will have the benefit of. Several
years ago a much smaller orchestra was engaged
for a Commencement Concert, but comparatively
few of the College stayed long enough to enjoy it.
This will be given at a time when every girl will
have an opportunity to go,—and Wellesley girls
do not throw away their opportunities.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.
On Sunday, March 15, Rev. F. W. Bakeman, of
Chelsea, preached in the Chapel, taking his text from
I Cor. 2 :2, " For I determined not to know anything
amofig you, save Jesus Christ and him crucified."
A LECTURE on the University Extension Movement,
given in tlie Chapel, Tuesday evening, March 10, by
Richard G. Moulton, was well attended and listened to
with great interest. Mr. Moulton defined University
E.xtension as university education for the whole nation,
organized on a system of itinerant teachers. He then
explained the methods of work and its underlying ideas.
The organization is simple, consisting merely of the
university, which acts through a syndicate, a local
committee, which arranges for the course of lectures to
be given, and a lecturer appointed by the university.
The mode of teaching is the lecture, accompanied by a
syllabus to guide the work of the students, the written
exercise, the class, and at the end of the course, exami-
nation, if desired. The lectures are given once a
week for three months on a single subject—literature,
history, the physical sciences, the classics, and similar
topics. Their office is to open up the subject to the
student, and to stimulate him to follow out the lines
of thought indicated by the syllabus. In every audi-
ence, however, popular and miscellaneous, it is assumed
that there is a nucleus of students. These students
write exercises upon a subject connected with the
lecture, and submit them to the lecturer for comment.
In the class held the hour before the second lecture,
the written work of the students is discussed, and the
good points made by them are mentioned. The effect
of both exercise and class is to complete the impression
made by the lecture, and to educate the lecturer in the
needs of his hearers. At the end of the three months,
a certificate is frequently given, based equally upon the
written exercises and examinations. A marked char-
acteristic of the work is its thoroughness
; subjects are
looked at from all points of view, and the standard of
education is acknowledged to be as high as in the
universities. A plan has been promulgated to combine
the unit cour.ses in such a manner as to offer to all the
ordinary college curriculum—a plan which will probably
be effected when it is financially po.ssible. The under-
lying ideas of the movement are (i) that education is
a subject for the whole of one's life, and for one's
every-day life, (2) that education is one of the pleasures
of life, and should therefore be made attractive, (3)
that a trained intellect is the source of perpetual youth,
(4) that leisure is a duty, and by this plan, oppor-
tunity is afforded for a wise use of leisure, (5) that
education is for the whole world without distinction.
(6) that this method of universal education is one of
the greatest movements for raising the masses, (7)
that it is pre-eminently a work for women, since it
adapts itself to home-life. The Anglo Saxon race has
worked out the problem of self-administration in relig-
ion and in government. It is the hope of University
Extension, that in education as well the same problem
will be solved.
*
At the regular meeting of Phi Sigma, held Saturday
evening, March 14, a number of fortunate guests were
present. The subject of the meeting was Browning,
and the treatment of it showed a high grade of literary
work. The following i^rogram was presented :
—
The Poet's' Place in Modern Life, Miss Clement.
Browning's Life and Personality, Miss Frear.
Browning's Literary Form, Miss Cushing.
Songs, Miss Clement.
" I Have a More Than Friend."
Song from " Pippa Passes."
Character Study in Browning, Miss Jackson.
Song, " At the Window," Miss Bailey.
Browning's Conception of God, Miss Baker.
Browning's Conception of Love, Miss Banta.
Browning's Conception of Life, Miss Woolfolk.
Tableaux from
Andrea del Sarto, Misses Blood and Mitchell.
Porphyria's Lover, Misses Blood and Hill.
The Ring and the Book," Pompilia," Miss White.
The Flight of the Duchess,
Misses Hartwell and Walton.
* *
*
The regular meeting of the Art Society was held
March 14, in the Art Library. The meeting was
opened by a report from MissWhitlock of the Gangen-
gigl collection of pictures, seen at the St. Bololph
Club. The strength of the artist was shown to lie in
the portrayal of figures, the effective use of light and
shade, and in the delicacy of the work. A letter was
then read from Miss Sinclair, "90, a former member of
the society, giving an account of the famous Seney
collection in New York. Miss Bigelow read an inter-
esting paper on " Illuminated Manuscripts," showing
the characteristics of the work of the difterent nations,
at different times before the fourteenth century. Miss
Florence Myrick continued the subject, taking up the
later manuscripts. During the reading of the papers
several valuable and interesting books were shown
illustrating the subject.
* *
The first concert of the Beethoven Society for the
present year was given in the Chapel, under the direc-
tion of Prof. Hill, on Monday evening, March sixteenth.
The Society was assisted by Miss Olive Mead, 'violin-
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iste, and Miss Mable Stone, accompanist, in the
following program.
Piano Duo.—Praeludium, Intermezzo and Fugue,
Rheinberger.
Miss Stone and Prof. Hill.
The Lord is my Shepherd, Smart.
Voice of the Western Wind, Barnby.
The Smiling Dawn, Handel.
When glows a Heart with silent Love, Raff.
Violin Solo.—Fantasia on Gounod's " Faust"
Sarasate.
Miss Olive Mead.
I would that my Love, Mendelssohn.
Homewards, Rheinberger.
Rise again glad Summer Sun, Leslie.
Contralto Solo by Miss Durflinger.
With a laugh as we go round, Bennett.
Soprano Solo by Miss Rosa.
Like the Lark, Abt.
Violin Solo,—Air from the Orchestral Suite in D,
Bach.
Miss Olive Mead.
Waltz Song—The Four Winds, Strauss.
Arranged by Prof. Hill.
The selections were all well chosen and well rendered.
A few old favorites were found on the program, and
the less familiar ones also met with hearty applause.
The Society's ability as a musical organization was
perhaps best shown by its rendering of the selection
from Abt, and Prof. Hill's arrangement of the Waltz
from Strauss. In the selection from Abt, the voices
came out with a rounder and fuller tone than in almost
any other number on the program, while the Waltz
Song was a credit both to Prof. Hill as a composer and
director, and to the Society for its enthusiastic and
painstaking work. Miss Olive Mead delighted all by
her part in the program. Her first solo from Sarasate
was so well given that she had to respond to an im-
perative encore. The gratitude of the College is due
Prof. Hill, for his work in arranging for this concert,




Sunday evening, March 22.—College Vesper Service
in the Chapel.
Monday evening, March 23.—Illustrated Lecture by
Dr. Lysander Dickerman. Subject: Art and Archi-
tecture in Egypt ; Pyramids and Temples, Facts and
Fancies.
Tuesday evening, March 24.—Open Meeting of the
Shakespeare Society.
Wednesday evening, March 25.—Lecture by Prof.
Cohn. Subject: " Contemporary French Politics."
Thursday afternoon, March 26.—Beginning of the
Easter vacation.
A number of former V/ellesley students spent, last
Sunday at the College. Miss Cora Stewart, formerly
Special, was at Wahan with Miss Elizabeth Stewart,
'91. She intends to return to College after vacation.
Miss Mabel Curtis, '90, and Miss Grace Curtis, formerly
Special, were at Wood. They were present at the
open meeting of their society on Saturday evening.
Miss Harriet Louise Cooke, '83, was with Miss Blood,
'91, at College Hall. Miss Mary Taft, '90, was at
Norumbega ; and Miss Cutler, formerly of '93, was at
Simpson.
Miss Maud Ware, formerly of '92, has been spend-
ing several days at College Hall. She expects to
return ne.xt year to graduate with her class. Miss
Mabel Norton, '90, spent a day at Wellesley last week.
Miss Mabel Phelps, formerly of '93, who was obliged
to leave College last spring on account of ill health,
has returned to become a member of '94.
The P'reshman Tree Day secrets have begun to form,
and upper class curio.sity has also begun to form. Now
comes the siege. May
'94 prove its valiant spirit, and
overcome all the artifices of the enemy !
A Photograph Bulletin Board has been putup outside
the curtain at the entrance of the Senior Parlor. All
notices from the Photograph Committee will be posted
there in future.
'94 has completed its list of officers. The Executive
Committee is as follows : Miss Gail Laughlin, Miss
Adelaide Miller, and Miss Ruth B. Toof.
Notice was given out in the village church, last
Sunday morning, that Miss Charlotte Miller would
speak to the Christian Endeavor Society of the church,
in the evening. Miss Miller intends to work as
missionary in Japan next year, and Japan was the
subject of her talk. She told of its people, its needs
and the wide field for work there.
One of the Simpson Political Clubs had the pleasure
of entertaining Miss Kendall at a meeting on March
thirteenth. Miss Kendall spoke to them on the subject
of the National Debt and Free Coinage.
The Brunonian of March 14 has an article entitled,
" The Library Movement at Wellesley," giving a very
good patch-work statement of the case, compiled from
the discussion in the Prehjde. Those who believe in
" bird's eye views " will enjoy reading this one.
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On Wednesday evening of last week Dr. Webster
spoke to the Simpson girls on the recent Woman's Coun-
cil at Washington, telling of its plans and workings.
The Chairman of the Photograph Committee wishes
to remind those who order photographs from the class
list that all lists must be placed in a box in the Senior
Parlor by March 26. She also wishes to remind the
students that these lists must be signed ! Many un-
signed lists were handed in last year, and of course
there was no way of finding out who sent them.
Dr. Mackenzie spoke in the Chapel on Thursday
evening of last week. His subject was steadfastness,
—
steadfastness in opinion, in character, in truthfulness
outward toward Christ, and inward toward ourselves.
Resolutions are in reality promises, and promises all
the more to be kept because there is no one to hold us
bound to them.
The Legenda work is done, and all the Legenda copy
goes in to-night,—literary matter and illustrations too.
It is coming out by the middle of May, about a fortnight
before Tree Day,—so the Tree Day speakers and the
Freshman colors, flower, and motto, will not appear in
this volume.
There was an old-fashioned " sugaring-off " at
Norumbega during several days of last week. For
those who do not understand the meaning of this term,
the following recipe is given. " Take half a dozen
cupfuls of maple syrup, and boil it until when poured
on snow it will become stiif" and wa.xy. Then pour it
over a pan of pure white snow, and leave it a minute
to harden before eating." The Norumbega " sugaring-
off" was a marked success. Students flocked from all
quarters to taste of the delicious maple sugar, at ten
cents a saucer. Where the dimes are to go is a secret,
—but some one has whispered, " The Norumbega
Fund."
The ladies of the Eliot gave a reception, last Saturday
evening, for Dr. and Mrs. Micks and Miss Micks. The
students in the village were invited, and other members
of the College especially interested in the village church.
The Eliot halls were prettily decorated in honor of the
occasion and refreshments were served. The reception
aff'orded a pleasant opportunity for the village girls, who
had heard Dr. Micks preach so often, to meet him
personally in a social way.
The regular meeting of the Monroe Club was also
held last .Saturday evening, in Elocution Hall. The
program opened with a song, " Japanese Lullabye,''
by .Miss Flora Hall, '91. Ne.xt came a scene from
Oliver Twist, between Mr. Bumble and Mrs.Corney,
given by Miss Everett and Miss Ethel Jones, '93.
Miss Currier then read an article on the Voice, and
this was followed by various quotations on the Voice
from different authors. A piano solo by Miss Adams,
Sp., and readings by Miss Porter and Miss Leak, from
Miss Curry's School of Expression in Boston, ended
the program. Rev. and Mrs. F. W. Bakeman, of
Chelsea, were present at the meeting, and there were
many other guests.
Miss Gregg, Wellesley's City Missionary in New
York, spent last week at the College. Her stay at
Wellesley gave opportunity for individual intercourse
with the girls and for interesting them in her work.
Miss Gregg wishes that her rooms in New York might
be " the Wellesley headquarters." She is boarding at
277 East Broadway, with Miss Jessie Reid, '84, and
invites all Wellesley girls who happen to be in New
York to come and see her, and let her show them her
work there. She will have a warm welcome for them
always.
A letter from Mrs. Mills, of the Presbyterian Mission
Station in China, was read aloud in Chapel last week.
It was a letter acknowledging the receipt of over $400,
a large part of which was sent by the class of '90, two
years ago to relieve the sufferers from famine in China.
By some mistake the names of the giver was not sent
with the money, and Mrs. Mills did not know for two
years whence it had come. A few months ago she
happened to come across a " New York Observer,"
and her eye fell upon the familiar name of Wellesley —
from this paper she learned the truth. Mrs. Mills in
her letter heartily thanked those who had contributed
the money, and said that it had saved many lives and
relieved much suffering during the terrible famine.
Here is a suggestion for the Easter vacation,—
a
suggestion which will take very little time and very-
little trouble, but which will be as much appreciated as
if it took a great deal of both. It is a suggestion from
the Needle Work Guild,—to hem two pillow-cases, or
two sheets or towels, for those who have neither the
time nor the means to do it for themselves. To those
who are already members of the Guild, this is merely a
reminder; but to those who have not yet joined, it
suggests that the annual gift of two new garments is
the only condition for membership. iVIiss Gregg has
shown how much simple clothing is needed among the
poor; a yard of twenty cent flannel is enough for a
child's petticoat, a plain gingham apron does not require
much skill to make. Why not do it?
One more Easter suggestion. In bringing back
goodies as reminders of the good times at home, would
it be much trouble to bringback some tumblers of jelly
for other people too? Miss Gregg says it-does her
patients a " world of good " to leave a tumbler of jelly
with them now and then. Miss Jones will receive all
the Easter offerings and see that they get to the right
places,—if the Easter offerings will only come.
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AULD ACQUAINTANCE. OUR EXCHANGES.
Miss Florence Fisherdick, '89, has accepted a
position in tlie High School, Meriden, Conn.
Miss Louise Green, formerly of '92, is teaching this
winter in a private school at Plaintield, N. J.
Miss Kitty Payne Jones, '84, will give the eighth
lecture in her course, Tuesday afternoon. Mar. 24.
Subject :—Correggio.
We wish to correct a marriage notice which
appeared in a recent issue of the Prelude. It should
be as follows :
—
MARRIED.
Trumbui.l-Van Lennep—At New Haven, Conn.,
Feb. 2ist, Anita Trumbull, student at Wellesley, '82-
'84, to Frederick Van Lennep.
The Post Office addresses of the following persons
is wanted for the Record Association. Will all those
who know these addresses please send them at their
earliest possible convenience to Mi.ss Laura Jones,
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass,
Hersey, Anna, '82
Heyler, Netta, '82
Heywood, Ida L '77
Hill, Helen A. '77
Hill, Lucy, '75
Hills, Carrie M. '82
Hobart, Mary E. ^-jy
Hobbs, Helen de L. '82
Hobson, Mary, '79
Hoefler, Carrie V. '82
Hollister, Florence J, '79
Holmes, Emma T. 'So
Holmes, Mary L. ^"jj
Holmes, Ellen W. '75
Home, Martha E.
^tj
Hooker, Mary E. '81
Horton, Mary, '75
Houck, Ketie W. '82
Hovey, Sarah J. '76
Howk, Hanrietta B. '82 '
Howard, Annie L. '75
Howard, Emma G. '75
Hulbert, Mary E. '75
Hunt, Mary K. '82
Hunt, Mary M. '79
Hunt, Ella F. '80
Huntington, Mary E
Huntington, Julia, '79





Hyde, Emma E. '77
Iglehart, Ehanor, '78
Jackson, Roseina F. "75
Jackson, Adeline B. '75
James, Hattie A. '75
Jenkins, Annie E. '81






If life were a day that glided gay,
And all of its hours were golden.
Then what were the peace of a pain's release.
Or the worth of a truth beholden?
If life wore a hue of endless blue
In the archway of its heaven.
Then what were the sun, when the storm is done.
Or a rising heart-hope's leaven?
If life were a sea, from dangers free
To its voyagers on their way.
Then what were the rest by a soul possessed.
At the end of its mortal day?
If life were a laugh,—its bitter half
Unknown, with its fear and forgiving,
—
Then what were the gain of the journey vain.




Yale has a Japanese professor.
BowDOlN has just completed her new observatory.
A NEW law building costing $65,000 will be built by
Cornell.
Twenty per cent, of Dartmouth undergraduates go
out teaching during the winter months.
The trustees of Cornell have voted $20,000 to build
an annex to the gymnasium.




The college of Mexico is the oldest in America and
was founded fifty years before Harvard.
P. T. Barnum has presented the Barnum Museum at
Tufts with the body of a tiger valued at $10,000 when
alive.
Morris K. Jesup, of New York, has given $50,000
in U. S. government bonds to the Yale Divinity School.
The gift, which is in honor of Mr. Jesup's father,
Charles Jesup of the class of 1814, is to be known as
the Charles Jesup Fund, and is to be used at the discre-
tion of the faculty.
The University libraries at Johns Hopkins are
over crowded. The bequest of John W. McCoy, and
the purchase of a large number of fine editions of
standard English authors from a fund of several
thousand dollars recently given, have caused the over-
flow. A gallery will be made in the main library,
which will afford accommodation for several hundred
volumes, but a new library room is necessary to meet
the need.
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WABAN RIPPLES.
Logical Junior : "Professor- is so solemn
;
she never smiles. Why, I've seen her out skating and
when she falls flat she is just as solemn ! "
Illogical Room-mate: (sarcastically) "Is hilarity
under such circumstances the usual thing, my dear?"
Logical Junior : (emphatically) "Well, anyway,
last Sunday in church she was just as grave and never
smiled at all! I don't believe she ever laughs ! "
(Illogical room-mate silenced but not convinced.)
" How nice it is to have sunshine again," said one
girl to another, just after the recent storm.
" Sh ! " replied her companion, " Don't mention it
!
You'll scare the modest thing away ! "
An Unmentionable Loss.
Sophomore: (mournfully) "Oh, 1 feel so sorry
about having lost my crepe shawl ! "
Sympathizing Friend: "Have you enquired for
it at the office?"
Sophomore : (still more mournfully) " No, 1 feel so
bad about it that I don't like to speak of it !
"
Experience, the best Teacher.
Freshman: "Nellie, what is "dangerous" in
Latin?"
Nellie: (Classical Junior) "All of it, dear! "
The Literary Development of a Certain Junior.
A. Cause.
Evening spent in studying
Gregory IX, Innocent IV, and
Frederic II.
B. Resulting Knowledge.
Popes and kings they had a fight,
They fit all day and they fit all night,
And in the morning, Popes were seen,
A-rolling down the Bowling Green.
Utterly Impossible.
Plays may die, and players fade.
And newer products rule the roast.
But still while mankind loves the stage
" Hamlet " will ne'er give up the Ghost.
—Philadelphia Times.
Fond Remembrance.
—BY One of The Old School.
" I remember, I remember.
The house where I was schooled,
The little ferule on the desk.
By which the master ruled
;
There never came a wink too soon.
Nor mischief came my way,
But that I sorely wished myself
. Ten thousand miles away."
A College Ovt^ED.
She stopped me on the street.
And her eyes were filled with tears.
She hailed me as a friend
Whom she hadn't seen for yeais.
I wondered what she had to say.
Her face— I knew it not,
But still it seemed not strange to me,
I did not know— but forgot.
Pier lips were quivering painfully
—
At last I heard her speak
—
" Von owe mefivefor washing;, sir—
l^ie been after itfor a week.''^
The Tis;er.
A Timely Joke.
Oh, Father Time, in the almanac,
I see your urn still flowing
;
Why don't you take from off" your back
Your scythe and go to mowing.
'
' Ha ha \ " laughed Father Time in glee,
" My stream I still will pour
;
But cannot mow for Fates' decree







Corsets Made to Order.
A patter 71 being drafted expressly /or
each perso7t, the only -way a perfect
and easy/It can be abtalned, or
ive ivill make a duplicate
o/your French Corset
iviihout rippiftg-.





opposite R. H. White & Co.
Everett 0, Fisk & Co,,
PROPRIETORS OF
TH[ m TEACHERS' AGENCIES,
7 Tremont Plare, 8 Clinton I'lace, 106 Wabash Ave.,
I3<)Ston, Mass. New \'ork, N. V. Chicago, 111-
402 Richardson Block, 42 Washington Muildiiig,
Chattanooga, Tenn. I'urtland, Ore.





Ladies' Undergarments of every description made to
order. Combination Suits a Specialty.
A nice assortment of Trimmings kept constantly on
hand.
Tea Gowns, Night and Dressing Gowns made in
any style.
10% Discount to Students.
Room 1, Street Floor.
WELLESLEY STUDIO
/ open Monday and Tuesday only, each weekfrom
Oct. I, to July I.
W. H. PARTBIDGE, S83S Washinston St., Boatoa.
Desires to call the attention of the Wellesley College
young ladies to the fact that he is again at
45 WEST STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Layers of Bailey's Fine Candles can find them there Only.
TEACHBRS* - KGENCY.
WIDELY KNOWN AND PATRONIZED. ESTABLISHED 1880.
Eligible teachers promptly provided for colleges, schools, families. Teachers supplied with positions. Cir-
culars of good schools supplied to parents. School property rented and sold. Best of references fnrnished.





Dr- LeBaron and His Daughters-
Three historical novels of the old Plymouth Colony. Each $1.25.
Speaking of ••Standish or Standish," The NATION said
:
" The heuutiful directness arid purity of its style, the splendid
pictv/re events in which great men form part and are not made
small, the pathos with whieh that old colony life is invested, all
v/nite to demandfrom the judging class of readers such praise as
few novels of the year deserve,"
Books by T. T. Hunger, D. D.
The Freedom of Faith. Sermons, with a prefatory essay






•' The minuteness of his observation, the keenness of his per-
ception, give him a real originality, and his sketches have a
delightful oddity, vivacity, and freshness."— TAe Nation, New
Tori.
Indoor Studies. $1.25.
Signs and Seasons. $1.25.
"Wake-Robin. $1.26.
The Same. Riverside Aldine Series. $1.00.
Winter Sunshine. $1.26.
Birds and Poets. $1.26.
rocusts and Wild Honey. $1.25.




Birds in the Bush.
Excellent Oiit-door Essays. $1,26.
$1.25.




For Young People. Twenty-second
Sermons for Children. Seventh Edition.
OLIVE THORNB MILLER.
Bird Ways. $1.25.
In Nesting Time. $1.25.
" Mr. Torrey and olive Thome Miller have fairly made, each
in a different way, a title to a handsome estate in the domain once
ruled by heirs of Walden Pond."
—
The Independent, New York.The Appeal to liife. Sermons. Fifth Edition. $100.
%* For sale by all Booksellers. Sentpost-paid on receipt ofprice by the publishers.
HioTJca-HiToiT, n^^iFiFLinsr & oo., bostoist,




Stoei: Slizaa, ^1.7 S.
mQ-UTFOISK AV-^ISTS.
Both these Garments in stock and made
to order.
Misses' and Children's Waists made to order.
Suite 41, 175 Tremont Street.
B. F. BRADBURY,
IDE.TJC3-C3-IST,
443 WASHINGTON Cor. WINTER ST.
— DEALER m—
Fine Drugs, Chemicals and Family Medicines,
SELECT FANCY GOODS AND TOILET ARTICLES,
of every Description.
Especial Attention given to Physician's Prescriptions.
Prompt Attention to Customers. so y.
HOTEL FLOWER.m
Ooliunljus Avenue and Holyoke Street,
Under the new management, will be run as a first-
ciass family and transcient hotel.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
The finest TURKISH BATHS in the country. Ladies
every morning until noon and all day Thursday*.
PKIVATE DINING KOOMS.
This hotel is elegantly furnished throughout and ladies
visiting Boston will find every convenience.
,g.,q URS. M. A. STEARICS, Momager.
JAMES W. HAWLEY,
THE NOTJEJ)
VM Tailir, Costuraer k Mmtoi
Respectfully call the attention ot the Ladies' at Wellesley College
that he ia ready to make Uroeaeo anu Costuuie* for Home,
Promsnade, Carriage and Evening Wear. Also
TOP COATS, DRIVING COATS, JACKETS,
PELESSES, ULSTERS
The B''R,J^1>1<0'B1'B TEijESSE
The Newest L,ondou Garmant.





Only the Announcementa of Firms
KirOWN TO B£ RELIABLE
Are admitted in these Columns by the Publishers.
Students should always
SEA.R THIS IlSr MLllSTT).
COpTS Ap LADIES' U^DERWEAfi
MADE TO OBDER.
13 W^KS'ip STRKKT, Rooms S & lO.
Over Bigclow & Kennard.
2-36 BOSTOJiT, - . a».!E.A.SS.
We call your atleniion to the Fine
Stock of GLOVES that
m:iss ivi. f. fisk,
44 TEMPIiE PLACE,
Ib showing in Kid, Dog Skin, Swede—in fact any-
thing that a Lady can use in Gloves.
Miss Fisk has added to the attraction of her Store,
by opening a counter for Ice Cream Soda, Hot
Bouillon, Chocolate, Coffee, Tea and Milk, making
it very convenient to refresh oneself when shopping.
Shreve, Crump & Low Co.
432 Washington St. Boston
DliliONOS,WATCHES,JEWELey,
SILVERWARE.
Ag«nts for the celebrated Gorham Plated Ware
Choicest stock of Brie a Brae, Dinbr«llas, Parasols, Bt*.
THE LATEST IDEAS IN FINE STATIONERY.
Autographs, Crests, Cyphers «nd Addresses Engraved artd
Stamped. Calling Cards and Invitatiorvs of
the Coriect Style. 3-25
T. E. MOSELEY & CO.,
469 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
DEALERS IN
BOOTS ^^IsTHD SKIOES.
A LARGE ASSORTMENT FOR
YOUNG LADIES.
Diaoount to all St'jdente of Wellesley Colleee.
